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still works as a stand alone repeater
as it did before.

Chairman’s Chat
Dave, G0DEC

73 Dave, G0DEC

Thought for the
Month

Hello all,
I hope you are all fit, well, warm and
dry during the winter months.

"Too live is the rarest thing in the
world.
Most people exist, that is all."

The club held its first Zoom meeting
which was a mixture of informal chat
and checking that people could join in.
So we will be holding more Zoom
meetings mostly on evenings other
than the current club nets. We have a
few ideas for subjects for those Zoom
meetings, but always looking out for
more. They could even be on line help
with setting up radios, radio software,
modes of operation are just a few
other options.

- Oscar Wilde.

Next Meeting:
Feb 9th MOTA
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GB3BZ update
For those who use the DMR side of
the repeater you may have noticed
that the interlink is not working. I
have been over there and our
hardware is fineit's the link to the
service provider is not working. at the
time of writing we are waiting

feedback from the provider. But it
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What Radio Software Do You Use?

Meeting Report

Listed below is a summary of the
software that members use to support
their hobby. This was compiled
following the meeting on the air on
the 26th January. It is planned to

Edwin, G0LPO

demonstrate some of these at a future
Zoom session for members.

N1MM Logger

Lelantos
(RSGB Noise Analysis Software)
WSPR
CHIRP
FTB8900
DX Atlas
Dipole Calculator
SDR Sharp
Air spy
Virtual Radar
Meter 2
Stripboard Magic
SDRuno
Multi PSK
QT-Dab
Cubic SDR
CSVuserlistbrowser
ADIF Master
Virtual Audio Cable
Flightradar 24
Real Time lightning map

Grid Tracker
WSJT-X
JTDX
E-QSL
QRZ.COM
G4FON Morse Trainer
MTTY
MSSTV
PSK Deluxe
DX Cluster
Dimension 4
Radio Mobile
PSK Reporter.
N1MM Rotor
Digipan
Meinberg NTP
Omnirig
Electronics 2000
Ham Scope
Ham Radio Deluxe
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Library Books
Edwin, G0LPO
To all members, please note that as
the club library has not been used
sinceAugust 2017, your committee
have decided to slim down the
number of books available by offering
members the chance to have a book
for a small donation to club funds.

Modern Opto Device Projects
Penfold
How to use Op amps
Babini
Electronic Test Equipment
Construction
Babini
50 CMOS projects
Babini
50 circuits using 7400 series Ics
Babini
IC 555 projects
Babini
Practical Power Supplies Practical
Wireless
PW
Introducing QRP
PW
QRP Classics
ARRL
Weekend Projects for the RA
ARRL
Maplin Projects Books 7,9, 10 ,12
Maplin

To assist I will be publishing lists in
BARSCOM with a different
topic/section in each issue, this
months is headed Construction.
If you have an interest please phone me
to discuss.
Towers International Transistor
Selector
Towers
Projects in Radio & Electronics
Ian R Sinclair
Projects in Amateur Radio & SWL
F G Rayer
Solid State Design for the Radio
Amateur
ARRL
QRP Handbook 1
Doug DeMaw
W1FB's QRP Notebook
Doug DeMaw
300 circuits
Elektor
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DMR on Brandmeister
via a Hotspot

I decided to get a Raspberry Pi-Star
simplex Hotspot. I did consider
building one from kit form, but I
was not overly confident and had no
knowledge of how to. That would
be THE cheapest way to do it.

Len, G4LBJ
Some time ago, I decided to
improve the DMR access from my
home and with a view to also taking
the kit on holiday with me. After
reading some online articles, and
falling back on my DMR
experiences while holidaying in
Spain, I decided to get the very
simplest of hotspots, and link my
radio to the Brandmeister (BM)
network, because while I was last in
Spain, that was the only network I
could access (via RF), and found it
to be simple to use and extremely
adaptive.

As I was researching this, I saw an
advert from a chap in Colchester
selling a second hand one at a
reasonable price. This was already
partially set up in that it was built
and boxed and already had the PiStar
software
components
(operating system & Pi-Hat DMR
software on a micro SD card)
installed. I only needed to plug it in,
gain administrator access to it, then
edit the configuration to suit my
purposes.

If you do not already know, a DMR
“hotspot”is a miniscule processor
based device (computer + Wi-Fi +
UHF/VHF TX-RX) that acts a little
like a tiny repeater in that you use
your digital radio, in simplex mode
in this case, to transmit your
DMR/Digital signal. The Hotspot
receives it, and via your home WiFi, connects your signals to the BM
DMR (or indeed other) world
network and of course

This hotspot connects to your radio,
on UHF or VHF, on a frequency of
your choice, though 438.800MHz is
recognised as the standard Hotspot
frequency.
You initially gain access from a
computer/tablet etc. via wi-fi, and

transmits responses back to you.
8
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the on-board routine in the hotspot
asks you for your home wi-fi
information such as wi-fi name and
password, then it connects itself to
your home wi-fi and hence to the
internet. Access from then on, is
gained through any web browser
accessing the hotspot via it’ IP
address on your home wi-fi, which
is normally easy to find in your
home wi-fi router. For convenience,
I set my home wi-fi router to
designate a static IP address for the
hotspot, so I can access it easily on
the same address every time. You
will find it convenient to do this
also, so that when you are operating,
you can utilise the hotspot
“dashboard”(information panel) to
see who is active in a particular talk
group, click on their call-sign and
have the hotspot “look them up”on
QRZ.COM.

YouTube video’, to be quite simple,
it already being operational. I just
needed to change the static colour
code to use and the UHF operating
frequency, plus of course my
personal details and preferences such
as:
Callsign, DMR id, location, set auto
look up for my call on QRZ.COM,
the type of modem in the device
(MMDVM “Raspbery Pi Hat”as it is
called), if it is public or private,
APRS server (if used), GPS Server
(if used), time zone setting and
finally default language.
Lastly, to set what network you want
it to access. I had decided to use the
BM network and set it accordingly,
selecting a BM server address in
Ireland (the UK one what up and
down like a fiddlers elbow at the
time). It is all clearly and logically
set out in the configuration page.
After every change in config, you
must re-boot the device which takes
a little under 1 minute. Then re-boot
the hotspot, and updated the software
(which is a simple button press on
the dashboard).

You can use various types on digital
transmission from various types of
radios, such as “normal”generic
DMR (MMDVM), Yeasu Fusion,
Icom D-Star, P25, NXDN, in fact
almost any digital mode, but seeing
as how I only have a MMDVM
DMR radio’ (Anytone D868 +
Anytone D578) I concentrated on
MMDVM DMR. Configuring the
Hotspot turned out, with the help of

If you aim to use Brandmeister, it is
best to set up a free account with
them via their home dashboard page.
That will involve setting a password
9
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TG5053 “All Victoria”. I also have
step relatives in Atlanta Georgia
USA, so use TG31131, “Atlanta
Metro”central. Yes it is as easy as
that. You can access ANY talk group
at ANY time, you just may have to
search online for the correct talk
group number for the area you wish
to call.

of course, and you can use that
password in your hotspot to access
the BM network. As I type this is
not a requirement for the UK
callsigns, but in some countries it is,
and will no doubt end up being a
requirement in this country in the
fullness of time.
It has been proved to be remarkably
stable and reliable, and I can access
it from my Anytone 868 handy all
over the house, in fact up to around
100m down the road. So come
summer it will be getting used from
the back garden!!
OK, why Brandmeister?
I found while on holiday in Spain,
using their BM network, that it is
SO much busier than, for example,
the Phoenix network. Take a look at
snapshot photo of my current
dashboard below, particularly the
callsign list, it’s impressive and
normal for a morning time, so QSO’
are easy to find. For me, a vitally
compelling reason to choose BM, is
that I can enter any talk group
number I want, and it just goes and
connects to that Talk Group. For
example, I have a son in Melbourne
Australia, and although he is not a
“am” I like to keep up to date with
happenings in his area, so I access

Plus of course, you can, if both radios
are setup correctly, dial up an
individual persons radio, by entering
their personal DMR ID number, and
this works well too, plus on an
Anytone radio, this is exceptionally
simple to do. Of course, to do the job
properly, you may wish to write a
new (or edit an existing) section of
your radio’ codeplug to be uploaded
to your radio and simplify accessing
your regularly used talk groups,
utilising the HOTSPOT access
details such as operation frequency,
colour code, time slot etc. If you have
10
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already played with codeplug
editing, it is straight forward, and
helps if you know what talk groups
you regularly use, and wrap them all
up in one user zone and access via
your HOTSPOT.
I have 46 TG’ programmed into my
radios HOTSPOT ZONE, and can
accessed them easily, and this
includes of course, both local,
regional, country wide and world
wide CHAT “channels”as well as all
the open calling talk groups. You
don’ want to be spending all day
hogging a national or world wide talk
group for a ragchew, you will not be
too popular. Plus if you do, BM can,
and will, rap your knuckles and lock
you out of the network for 24hrs, or
whatever (it HAS happened to me!!!
–beware)

have failed to understand why we
have potentially, 4/5 different
networks covering the globe, all
doing the same job? It’ like reinventing the wheel several times
over, and now we have another new
network gaining ground called
“FreeDMR” Where will it all end,
other than in total confusion?
For those interested in setting up a
Raspberry Pi-Star Hotspot for BM,
with the associated Anytone
Codeplug alterations, perhaps we can
have an “on air” FM meeting to talk
through the finer details on
configuration, or even perhaps
ZOOM; I am happy to try this,
though I am no expert.

To QRO or not to QRO, that
is the question

Annoyingly, although you may think
some parts of different networks are
linked, for example, use BM TG 91
(worldwide) you would think would
be echoed on Phoenix TG1
Worldwide, and vice versa. Sadly
you would be wrong. Similarly,
Phoenix 235 (all UK), I was lead to
believe is connected to BM 4400.
However, I have been unable to TX
on either, and hear my own tx via a
second rig on the other network. I

Dean, G4WQI
Most of you that know me well will
know that I like to be heard. That
meaning I run full legal power
(400W) most of the time. Being at
the beginning of cycle 25, I find
getting a decent CW QSO on the
bands means the power is required
most of the time. Do not
11
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misunderstand though, some great
contacts can be made with QRP, but
if you are looking for regular good
contacts then the extra power helps.
I enjoy taking part in many of the
bigger CW contests and a lot of
these have different sections for the
different power levels, usually these
are full legal power, 100W & 10W.
The problem with full legal power in
the big worldwide contests is you
will be competing with other
competitors whose countries allow
more than our puny 400W with up to
1500W. This means that you will be
looking to do well in your own
country only and many times I have
done well in England for single
band, high power section in most of
the contests I have entered.
I enjoy the RSGB low band contests,
but with a small back garden, it is
difficult to get a reasonable sized
antenna in the air. I have been using
a G7FEK for 80m, but struggled to
compete with the larger stations, so
last year I decided to go out portable
with a full-size dipole. Fortunately,
my parents have sufficient land for
me to do this and when allowed to
travel under COVID-19 restrictions,
I will set up my 15m Clark mast and
a full-size antenna.
Running portable does mean

operating using batteries or a
generator. I chose to use a battery
and picked a 6amp hour LiPo
battery with charger online for £46.
Running off a battery with my
Elecraft K2 had now put me in the
low power section and the first
contest was the RSGB low power
contest back in July 2020. There was
a separate section for portable
stations, so an ideal start to my low
power campaign.
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This contest is run on 20, 40 and
80m, so I had to find a suitable
antenna to put at the top of my mast.
I found a Maypole design. Dipoles
cut to length for each band and fed
from the same 50-ohm coax. The
elements were cut to length and
everything set out and it worked! No
tuner required.

This is a nice contest as it starts in
the morning with a break for lunch
and finishes early evening. I ran the
laptop from an inverter and had a
12v power supply on standby in case
the battery did not last. I was the
leading portable station and won the
Houston Fergus Trophy. I now had
the bug for low power in the RSGB
contests.
Next up, the RSGB 80m Autumn
series. This is a series which starts in
September
and
finishes
in
November. The contest is an
evening series which starts at 1900z
and finishes at 2030z, great in
September because I could set up in
daylight but come November set up
and break down is in the dark.
Again, great results in September
and October and I was leading QRP
station, but I tripped up in
November and was caught out by
the COVID-19 travel restrictions
and disqualified. Still, I was pleased
with second overall with only two
results.
From these two examples it shows
that if you choose the right section
and you have a reasonable antenna
anything is possible. I am certainly
going to continue with the low
power section of 40 and 80m
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favourite. Sausage, egg, bacon, tomato,
mushrooms, and fried bread. What
more would you want!
From there we would go to the Empire
Theatre Leceister Square, armed with a
box of chocolates, to see a live STAGE
show AND one of the latest films. All
paid for from my miniscule weekly
wage. Those were the days that will
never return, Happy Memories!!

contests. It is a little more
challenging and relies on the correct
tactics.

Memories
Brian,

G3TGB

It's not radio but…..
I know it's not radio but our Welfare Net
at 10:00 hrs, now down to three
mornings a week after the initial every
morning, often brings up memories
from the past especially when the
subject is about Old Braintree.
However, one other subject that crops
up ( Sorry for the pun) is food, not just
how we have acquired it but the
preparation especially one member who
revels in BRUNCH (Breakfast/Lunch
in other words).
To my wife Jean and I, Brunch brings
back happy memories of 1951 until
marriage in 1953 when I was living in
Leytonstone and Jean lodged with an
aunt in Edmonton. Late Sunday
morning we would meet up at
Walthamstow ( about half way between
our homes) go by bus into central
London and head for one of about three
“Lyons Corner House “ restaurants
These were very smart waitress service,
every day price that most could afford
and, you’ve guessed it, Brunch was our

Ofcom Licensing
Although the current UK amateur
radio licence is known as a
‘licence for life’, all radio
amateurs are required to revalidate
their licence at least every five
years. The quickest way to
revalidate is simply to access the
licensing system and confirm or
reconfirm your details online via
the
Ofcom
website,
https://ofcom.force.com/licensing
comlogin
Links to the Ofcom website as well
as a helpful article about the
Licensing Portal, Registration and
Revalidation can be found on the
RSGB website.
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by Data on Wed. 10th and then the CW
session on Thur. 25th Feb. These short
evening contests are a fairly easy going
affair and can be interesting as
conditions change. If anyone would like
to have a go at any of these and would
like more information please contact
Geoff G1GNQ or check the RSGB HF
Contest News web pages.

Contest Corner
Geoff, G1GNQ

Hello all and welcome to contest corner.
We had a good start to the 2021 contest
season with four club members taking
part in the 8/40 metre AFS contest on
16th Jan. Our team entry produced a
very respectable 28th place in the Local
Club section out of 77 entries.
Conditions on the bands were fairly
good but very busy and quite noisy on
80m. The last hour of the contest was
quite hard going with conditions
changing as darkness fell and noise
levels increasing. Thanks to Neil
M0NAS, Mike G8DJO & Tim G0JMT
for taking part and supporting the club
entry.

That’ all from me for this month so 73
for now

The next event on the calendar will be
the 80 Metre CC contest starting off
with SSB on Monday 1st and followed
Braintree & DARS
G0JMT G1GNQ G8DJO M0NAS

Next Month

achieved

28th in the Local Section of the

What items can you
contribute???

RSGB AFS 80m-40m Contests
Phone 2021
President of the RSGB

Plus the usual …
New Events, Rallies, Contests, etc.
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Club Meetings, Activities and Nets

With the continued Lockdown and Covid restrictions affecting our face to face
meetings’ we are looking to hold some Zoom Meetings on line in addition to the
regular Club nets and Meetings on the Air.
The first of these will be a Presentation by Steve Shorey G3ZPS entitled “ Old
Equipment Why Do We Bother” This is to be held on Tuesday 23rd February at
20:00 Hrs. The invitation with details for joining the Zoom Session will be sent
to your e-mail address where you receive BARSCOM.
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Rallies
RSGB advice is :-

7 or 16 MARCH 2021

The situation with the Covid-19
virus is changing rapidly. You
should check before travelling that
the activities announced here are
taking place.

EXETER RADIO &
ELECTRONICS RALLY

FEBRUARY

The usual date of 7th March 2021
is booked, but in view of the
uncertain situation there is a fallback date of 16th March. A
decision regarding March 7th will
be taken no later than 31st January
2021. Contact Pete G3ZVI for
information at g3zvi@yahoo.co.uk
or on 07714 198374.

America Hall, De la Rue Way,
Pinhoe, Exeter EX4 8PW.

RAINHAM RADIO
RALLYCANCELLED
13 FEBRUARY
2021BALLYMENA ARC
RALLY
CANCELLED
14 FEBRUARY 2021
HARWELL RADIO AND
ELECTRONICS RALLY –
DIDCOT
CANCELLED

See RSGB website for full listing.
http://rsgb.org/main/news/rallies/
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Contests
VHF

2 Mar1900-1955 144MHz FMAC

7 Feb 0900-1300 432MHz AFS
AFS Super League

3 Mar1900-2100 144MHz FT8
AC
Sat 6-Sun 7 Mar. 1400-1400
March 144 432MHz
VHF Championship

9 Feb 2000-2230432MHz UKAC
9 Feb 1900-1955 432MHz FMAC
11 Feb 2000-2230 50MHz UKAC

HF

10 Feb 2000-2130 80m CCDATA
16 Feb 2000-2230 1.3GHz UKAC
13 Feb 1900-2300 1st 1.8MHz
Contest HF Championship

18 Feb 2000-2230 70MHz UKAC
23 Feb 1930-2230 SHF UKAC

15 Feb 2000-2130 RSGB FT4
25 Feb 2000-2130 80m CC CW
1 Mar 2000-2130 80m CCDATA

28 Feb 1000-1200 70MHz
Cumulatives 1
2 Mar2000-2230144MHz UKAC

10 Mar 2000-2130 80m CC CW
http://www.rsgbcc.org/hf/

https://www.rsgbcc.org/vhf/

Committee
Chairman:
Dave, G0DEC

07974267421 26 Falkland Court, Braintree

Secretary:
Edwin, GØLPO

01376 324031

Treasurer and Membership Sec:
Neville, G8CDG
Ordinary Members:
Geoff, G1GNQ
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Braintree and District Amateur Radio Society
of the month using V30 (S15)
145.375 MHz starting at 20.00hrs
local time. Where the month has
5 Tuesdays the 5th Tuesday net

During the Covid-19 restrictions
the club meets on the air on the
2nd and 4th Tuesdays of each
month, using V30 (S15) 145.375
MHz commencing at 20.00hrs
local time. The topic for each
meeting will be notified in
Barscom in the previous month.

will be on GB3BZ.
Input
438.450Mhz Output 430.850Mhz
CTCSS 110.9 commencing at
20.00hrs local time.

In addition the club operates a club
net on the 1st, and 3rd Tuesdays

(Issued Aug 2020)

Please send articles for publication to
mike.adcock@physics.org
The deadline for submissions for the next edition
is 1st of the month. Items will be published in the first
available edition subject to space availability.
For more information and pictures of events and projects see
our Web Site at www.badars.co.uk
Please contact our Chairman for details about commercial
adverts.
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